
PREPAR ING  OUR  PARENTS  FOR  I PADS
Dear Parents,

Our experience has shown us that it is vital for parents to walk the iPad journey with
their children. We acknowledge that iPads can bring a whole new dynamic into a
family, especially if it is a new device in your home. Therefore, in the spirit of total
transparency, so that your iPad journey with your child may be plain sailing and as
smooth as possible, we would like to offer the following advice:
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Read all iPad-related material sent out by the school. A
quarterly iPad Update newsletter is sent out. Please read it to
stay abreast of pertinent information.

Monitor what your child downloads onto the iPad, be it via
Restrictions on the iPad, Apple ID set up, or frequent
checking.

For your child’s protection, frequently check your child’s
messages and emails for cyberbullying.

Educate yourself on the age restrictions and possible hidden
dangers of popular social media platforms and/or websites.
More information is posted HERE. Feel free to follow the
Digital Learning Blog: https://elkict.wordpress.com/

Do not allow your under-age child to sign up for apps that
are not age appropriate e.g. Instagram, Snapchat etc. 

Do not let your child download or sign up for age restricted
games on the iPad/PC or watch age-restricted movies. 
Limit the number of games on the iPad - games are a huge
attraction and distraction, and can be addictive.

Frequently check your child’s iPad - check the camera roll,
deleted images etc.

Do not be tempted to send the iPad on playdates.
Be aware of what your child can access on your home
internet - or at friends. The school has a robust filtering
service in place and the safety of your child is our core
business. The same applies to smartphones. If you allow your
child a smartphone, be aware of the pitfalls.
Have open and honest conversations with your child.

Children are curious by nature. They need to feel safe and
comfortable to ask questions. Be mindful of over-parenting -

being too strict has its own downfalls. Rather work on
strategies for dealing with tricky situations.
Put screen time boundaries in place at home. 

Keep devices out of your child’s bedroom at night - have a
central charging station in the study or kitchen etc.

Do not to be tempted to use the iPad as a babysitter.
Peer pressure is a very real thing. It is up to you to be the
parent and your decision is what counts. Do not bow to peer
pressure.

https://elkict.wordpress.com/


Our aim is for the iPad to be used as a tool for learning at school. Today’s children
were born into a digital world and we have no idea what their futures look like. It is
our duty to educate and prepare them for all eventualities. The iPad offers a way of
enhancing and transforming education in a creative and innovative manner. The
teachers invest a great deal of time and effort in developing exciting and engaging
lessons which include the use of the iPad and, while not every lesson incorporates the
use of the iPad, every effort is made to make learning as interesting and exciting as
possible by incorporating vital educational skills. As with all initiatives at school, your
support is vital to the success of our iPad 1:1 programme.

We look forward to an exciting and fun-filled Grade 4 year.

Kind regards,

Mrs Karen Stadler                                                     Mr Arthur Preston
Head of Digital Learning | Senior Primary            Primary School Head


